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Biology is becoming one of the most important areas for application of physics and mathematics. The discoveries that have characterised the biological sciences in the last decades, the insight of smaller and smaller spatial scales at a cellular and sub-cellular level offer most fertile matter for a formal description of biological phenomena in terms of the classical methods of physics. The effort is to understand the very complex rules that govern the living matter by the precise formal framework provided by the balance laws of mechanics.

Living organisms show the remarkable ability to change not only their geometry, but also their internal architecture and their material properties in response to environmental changes. Mechanics in biology apply to several branches, essentially depending on the specific spatial scale size under consideration: molecular scale, cellular scale (i.e. motility, aggregation and morphogenesis), tissue scale, and organ scale.

The contributions collected in this Theme Issue of Philosophical Transactions A focus on continuum mechanics as applied to the tissue and cell scale. They offer a state-of-the-art overview of current research in the field, including papers with an experimental, numerical, and theoretical perspective.

Subscribers to Philosophical Transactions can access this issue online at: rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/site/issues/biological_mechanics.xhtml

Non-subscribers can purchase the print issue at the specially reduced price shown above. To place an order at the discounted price, please send payment by cheque (made payable to Portland Customer Services) or by Visa or MasterCard (quoting reference TA 1902) to:

Portland Customer Services, Commerce Way, Colchester CO2 8HP, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1206 796351 Email: sales@portland-services.com

Please note that all content more than two years old (back to 2001) is FREE to view

Philosophical Transactions A is particularly interested in receiving Theme Proposals. For further information, please visit our web site at rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org and click on ‘Guest Editor Information’
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